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Foundation Information 

 
 ADVANCED LONG WEAR CONCEALER 

Simply the best new product around!   This liquid in a tube is virtually weightless but 

provides amazing cover – perfect for under eyes so you don’t have product build up 

that can end up looking cakey.   Just a small dab will cover just about any blemish or 

use it for fabulous contouring effects.   You can even wear it as a full face makeup for 

strong cover without even knowing it’s there.  The 13 colours work with every skin 

tone and let you choose the perfect match. 

 

ALL AROUND CORRECTIVES 

Creamy corrective/concealers in convenient colour wheels containing 5 colours each.  

The Neutral Palette features Light, Med/Light, Medium, Med/Dark and Dark.  The 

Corrective Palette offers the correcting colours Mint, Yellow, Lavender, Light and 

Extra Dark. 

 

BRONZING POWDERS 
Three fabulous mineral colours to create a healthy “sunkissed” look to your skin 

without the damaging rays of the sun.  Very subtle shimmer provides a great summer 

look. 

 

CAMOUFLAGE CRÈME 
Creamy sheer coverage to disguise imperfections or highlight specific areas of the 

face.    Available individually or in any myipalette magnetic palettes or compacts. 

 

CANDLEGLOW HIGHLIGHTER/ILLUMINATORS 

Highlight strategically or illuminate all over for a subtle glow with Candleglow – use 

alone or mix with foundation.  Use on face or body…….it’s perfect for accenting 

collarbones or cleavage. 

 

COVERSTICKS 

These “eraser sticks” can be used to cover blemishes, scars, circles and imperfections 

– or to diminish shadows and minimize lines with medium – heavy coverage capability.   

 

Available in Light, Medium, Dark, Yellow, Mint and Lavender to handle all of your 

needs.  Light minimizes deep lines, can be used over or under the eye to counteract 

dark shadowing; Medium and Yellow are used to camouflage uneven pigmentation; 

Dark can be used to create “hollows” in cheeks, etc; Mint counteracts redness due to 

Rosacea and/or blemishes;  Lavender/Pink counteracts sallowness. 
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CRÈME BLUSH 

Yummy, easy to blend blushing colour in Peach Blossom or Cameo Pink.  Use a little for 

your daytime look and add a little more for some pizzazz.  

 

CRÈME COMPACT FOUNDATION – Anti-Oxidant, Anti-Aging 
This luxurious foundation is formulated with the antioxidant powers of Green Tea Oil, 

Grape Seed Oil, Pomegranate Oil and Aloe Vera – all of which have been known to help 

combat signs of aging and promote healing.  Now available in 13 colours for a perfect 

colour match, and providing medium to full blendable coverage containing Vitamins C 

and B in a plant derived hydrating complex that protects and moisturizes skin while 

leaving a soft, smooth and conditioned flawless finish that lasts all day. 

Good for all skin types. 

 

FLAWLESS FOUNDATION STICKS  
Compact and easy to use, these foundation sticks are perfect for precise application 

on the run or at your leisure.   Simply apply as desired and smooth on for strong silky 

coverage that settles to a soft matte finish.  The perfect application for contouring or 

full face coverage.  Good for all skin types. 

 

ILLUMINATING  POWDERS 

Beautifully silky powders available in 3 shades to highlight and compliment any look.  

This shimmery “illumination” can be used everywhere – face, eyes, body – to softly 

enhance and enchant. 

 

 FOUNDATION SETTING SPRAY 

A refreshing and vitamin enriched mist that both nourishes the skin and sets makeup 

for a perfect finish.  Formulated with Cucumber, Chamomile, Green Tea extracts and 

Caffeine, this nourishing spray will soothe, hydrate and energize your skin while 

helping to “hold” your makeup in place.  Designed for Mineral Powder Foundations, but 

just as effective with all Girlee foundation types. 

 

LIQUID JOJOBA  

Girlee’s best selling liquid - this sheer, water-based formulation provides medium 

coverage and blends easily to match any skin tone.  Infused with Jojoba for nourishing 

coverage this foundation works on any skin type but is a favourite for dry, combination 

and/or mature skin.   Available in 9 colours for the perfect match. 

 

MATTE FINISH FOUNDATION 

The #1 choice of professionals for bridal/photography/stage makeup as it provides 

excellent coverage and dries to a perfect matte finish.  Formulated with humectants 

and cucumber extract this oil-free, non-comedogenic formula is perfect for all skin 

types, including oily-problem skin.  Available in 12 great shades. 
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MATTIFYING POWDER 

Finally!   A colourless powder that eliminates shine quickly and easily without buildup 

or caking.   It’s like blotting paper in a pan for quick and easy touch-ups as needed.   

Available in Loose Powder, Large Round Case, Small Round Case or in large or small 

pans only in combination with all myipalette magnetic pans & compacts. 

 

MINERAL LOOSE BLUSH POWDER 
Brush on this super-fine pure mineral colour for natural blushing beauty.  Available in 4 

shades that are best applied with a Kabuki Brush. 

 

MINERAL POWDER FOUNDATIONS 

Formulated from the highest quality minerals, this remarkably lightweight product will 

even out skin tones, help reduce the appearance of fine lines and allow the skin to 

breathe without sacrificing coverage.  Apply with a Kabuki Brush lightly as a finishing 

powder or more heavily for foundation coverage. 

Available Loose in a shaker jar in 8 colours, or pressed in a compact in 7 colours. 

 

OIL CONTROLLING POWDERS 
Silky powders in loose or pressed packaging that add a hint of colour while absorbing 

excess oil to keep makeup looking fresh all day.  This product can help set foundation 

and it’s oil absorbing formulation helps eliminate shine to help keep your skin looking 

fresh and matte.  Available in 5 colours. 

 

POWDER BLUSH ON SINGLES 

Cheek (or eye)  colours that can take you from warm to cool tones and bashful to bold 

blushing.  Professional quality pigments and silky smooth texture make for perfect 

application and blending.  Can also be used on eyes and available in our complete 

selection of myipalette magnetic compacts & palettes  as well as individual pots. 

 

RETRACTABLE FOUNDATION STICKS 
Creamy strong coverage in a retractable stick perfect for contouring or complete 

foundation application.  Easily blendable and suits all skin types. 

 

STARBURST “MOSAIC” POWDERS 

These corrective cover powders available in 5 tonalities neutralize imperfections and 

create a subtle healthy glow in any skin tone and type.  Especially good to add “life” to 

sallow skin tones or a soft glint of colour over any foundation.  Can be used on cheeks, 

eyes, cleavage or as an all over powder.  
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TRANSLUCENT LOOSE POWDER 

Lightweight and virtually colourless, translucent powder sets foundation and creates a 

flawless base for applying colour.  Helps to blend colour after makeup application for a 

perfect matte finish. 

 

VELVET VEIL FOUNDATION PRIMER/SEALER 

Perfect for all skin types, Velvet Veil provides the perfect base for makeup application.  

Apply over moisturizer and under foundation: 

1. helps prevent moisture loss in dry skin 

2. helps prevent “oily T zone” 

3. foundations glide on easily and minimizes product usage 

4. helps minimize the appearance of fine lines 

5. foundations “hold” better and longer 

6. excellent shield for sensitive or irritated skin 

7. facilitates blending 

8. great on hair & body too! 
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